PRODUCT OVERVIEW

GigaTrust for Android:
Protecting sensitive information –
Wherever it is
Mobile device challenges:
How can users retrieve
RMS-protected email on an
Android device?
How do I secure my BYOD
environment?
Will the content be as secure
on the device as it is on the
desktop?

Enhancing Microsoft Rights
Management technology with
GigaTrust for Android
You’ve just completed protecting the
content on your organization’s desktops
with Microsoft’s Active Directory Rights
Management Services (AD RMS) - A
very smart move! But you also have
hundreds or even thousands of Android
device users who cannot read the most
important content in your organization –
the files and emails protected with AD
RMS.
Now there is a solution! In the midst of
increased scrutiny focused on data loss,
organizations are increasingly employing
the document level security of AD RMS.
With GigaTrust for Android – a
proprietary Intelligent Rights
Management solution – your employees
will still have access to that rights
protected content on their mobile
devices.
GigaTrust for Android is built on the
foundation of AD RMS - Bridging the gap
between Android devices and the
Microsoft Windows platform. Now your
entire Android user-base can have the

best of both worlds. The security of AD
RMS technology and the convenience
of mobility to send and receive your
organization’s AD RMS protected
content.

Improve information sharing by
providing access to protected
content on mobile devices.
Unlike secure point-to-point messaging
solutions that only protect content in
transit, GigaTrust for Android protects
content at rest, in transit and in use,
allowing you to securely deliver and
persistently protect emails and
attachments while they are being read
on the device. There is no need for a
different email address or delivery
system.
Additionally, Android users can apply
AD RMS protection to outgoing email
responses and messages. If email
permissions allow forwarding,
attachments remain protected whether
they are accessed on the desktop or on
another mobile device. GigaTrust is the
only Microsoft partner to bring this level
of secure interoperability between AD
RMS and your mobile infrastructure.
Continued >>

GigaTrust for Android product benefits







Eliminate on-the-go security issues by enabling mobile device users to send and
receive ADRMS-protected content on their Android devices.
Keep business moving 24/7 by allowing access to your secure content from
anywhere including in a BYOD environment.
Maintain compliance
HTML viewing capability of emails
Easy deployment and integration with your existing infrastructure
Deploy corporate AD RMS templates to all devices- not just desktops.

How it Works

GigaTrust now supports Office 365

The GigaTrust for Android app works in
conjunction with the Mobility Server from
GigaTrust to receive incoming RMS
protected email and attachments. The
Mobility Server is installed on-premise
and works with your AD RMS
infrastructure, and Exchange service to
retrieve any AD RMS protected email.
The Mobility Server then securely
delivers that content to the user’s
device. At that point, the GigaTrust for
Android app presents the content
securely - enforcing the rights governing
its usage.

As a premiere Microsoft partner,
GigaTrust is proud to support the
Microsoft Cloud offerings included with
Office 365. With our latest generation of
products, companies can continue to
share content with anyone…anywhereregardless of where servers and data are
hosted.

The GT Mobility Server supports the
Android, iOS and BlackBerry apps
from GigaTrust to provide one central
platform that enables all of the major
smartphone and tablet providers.

Deployment Requirements:





Requires Android 4.0 or above
Requires Exchange 2007 or above
with ActiveSync
Requires GigaTrust Mobility Server
Mobility Server “Connection fee”
paid per device.

Our innovative Android solutions allow a
full integration with the Microsoft
offerings- allowing users with Office 365
email accounts to consume AD RMS
protected content on their devices and
share that content both inside and
outside the organization.
Extend your corporate policies at the next
level with GigaTrust and Microsoft AD
RMS.

Take the next smart move
in content protection- with
GigaTrust for Android…

About GigaTrust
GigaTrust is a cutting-edge provider of email and content security software products and services with customers in both the public and private
sector. GigaTrust is the only provider of Intelligent Rights Management solutions which combine the innovative, next-generation of content
security technologies built on the foundation of Microsoft Active Directory Rights Management Services. In February 2003, the firm formed a
strategic partnership with Microsoft and formally launched the first in the family of Intelligent Rights Management products based on Active
Directory Rights Management Services.
GigaTrust is a Microsoft Certified Silver Partner. GigaTrust’s family of products and services are easy to use and easy to deploy for either the
author or recipient of protected content. GigaTrust’s products and services include security solutions for email, document protection, ADRMS
administration, external user ADRMS enablement, web content, network file shares, e-discovery, and mobile devices.
For more information about GigaTrust, visit our website - http://www.gigatrust.com
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